
In-session workshop on progress, challenges, gaps and priorities
in implementing the gender action plan and on future work to be
undertaken on gender and climate change

3-5 June 2024, Bonn, Germany

SBI 60

Whisper interpretation available in Spanish and French

Interpretación susurrada disponible en español y francés

Interprétation chuchotée disponible en espagnol et en français
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Timeline Workshop 

Monday 3rd of June: 

Regional Discussions, 
reflections on progress in GAP 

priority areas: A, B and E

Tuesday 4th of June: 

Reflections on progress in GAP 
priority Areas C and D. 

Discussions on future work, 
considering linkages and 

complementarities, as well as 
stakeholders

Wednesday 5th of June: 

Theory of change and future 
work on gender and climate 

change



Agenda –Wednesday 6th of June  
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Time Activity

10:00 – 10:05 Opening and welcome

10:10 – 11:30 Theory of change

11:30 – 12:45 Future work on gender and climate change - looking back to chart a way 

forward

12:45 – 13:00 Closing remarks by the SBI Chair



Theory of change
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Tabea Höfig
Senior Planning Officer 

GIZ



Future Work on Gender and Climate Change: 
Theory of Change

05.06.2024 – Tabea Höfig, Senior Planning Officer



About GIZ: working together worldwide

We are a service provider in the field of international cooperation for sustainable 
development…

We are a company under private law and have a taxable 

business area GIZ International Services alongside our 

public-benefit business area.

As a public-benefit federal enterprise we uphold 

German and European values.

We support the German Government in achieving its objectives in the field of

international cooperation for sustainable development.

We promote international education work and 

human capacity development.



Agenda for
today‘s session

1. What is a Theory 

of Change (ToC) 

and how does it

work? 

2. Steps for creating a ToC

and laying it down into a 

results model

3. Example from the field

4. Let‘s try it out! 





I am always late to work!

Traffic!

Leaving the house late

Can‘t decide

what to wear in 

the morning

Waking up late

Going to bed late

Staying up

late watching

Netflix

Can‘t fall asleep because I‘ve

been drinking coffee all day

Problem

Causes

Root Causes

Causal

Pathway

Get to work on time

Take a different 

route to work

Leave the house

earlier

Wake up earlier
Prepare outfit the

night before

Go to bed earlier

Set a bedtime, 

stop watching

Netflix

Reduce daily

coffee intake



Steps to map out your theory of change

Identify long-

term goals

1

Backwards

mapping and 

connecting

preconditions or

requirements

2

Identify basic

assumptions

about the

context

3

Identify 

activities to 

create desired 

change

4

Develop

indicators to

measure

outcomes

5
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A Results Model is a measurable representation of a ToC



4 Success Factors

✓ Be clear on the ultimate goal

✓ Specify resources and capabilities for

the ToC

✓ Define use cases of the ToC

✓ Identify all relevant actors & 

collaborations



Are we talking about

the same thing?

Always check definitions

Use similar wording

where appropriate

How is this

relevant for

partners?

When in doubt… 

refer back to

indicators



Why do we need it?



A simplified practical case:
MSME project

Companies invest in greener business models, 

contributing to a Just and Green Economic

Transformation

Training of

Trainers

Companies hire

graduated women for

their economic skills
Training providers offer

skills-based economic

training courses
Service providers offer

target oriented Green 

Business Services 

Income and Job 

Opportunities in 

Green Economy 

enhanced

MSMEs pursue green

business development

opportunities

Laws and regulations

are conducive for

green economy

Improved economic

training courses are

focused on skills & 

are used by women

MSMEs use increased skills

of women & skills are linked

to green business models

MSMEs access and 

use green business

services

Job Fairs

Matching

Plattform Capacity Development 

for Service Providers

Business Case 

Calculations

Legal Review



Theory of change - Exercise
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Please access: menti.com 
Code: 28707935



What kind of activities could you implement

together with the following stakeholders

to reach the goal of increasing income from selling fruit?

Private Sector Civil Society Government Academia



www.giz.de

If you have any further questions, please reach out!

Tabea.hoefig@giz.de

Tabea Höfig

Senior Planning Officer

GIZ

mailto:Tabea.hoefig@giz.de


Reflections on future work on gender and climate change –
Looking back to chart a way forward
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Compilation of templates submitted by groups
https://bit.ly/CompilationGW



Reflections on future work on gender and climate change –
Looking back to chart a way forward
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• In terms of the work programme, what, if anything, 
should be changed to ensure it is conducive to effective 
implementation? 

• Is there anything in terms of the work programme
structure or its elements that is missing? 
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Fleur Newman
Action Empowerment Unit Lead 
Gender, Children & Youth, ACE at 

UNFCCC Secretariat

Speaker



Looking 
back to 
chart a way 
forward
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TIME AND LOCATION Session and objective
Regional reflections
DAY 1 

11:00 – 13:00

Regional level reflections 

Reflections on progress
15:00 – 16:00 Presentations
16:00 – 18:00 Group work: what worked, what has not worked (and why), what 

is needed to enhance implementation at the international, 

regional, national or local levels? 
DAY 2

10:05 – 11:00

Presentations

11:10 – 12:55 Group work
15:00 – 16:00 Hearing from facilitators (not to be confused with rapporteurs) 

will share observations on discussions
Reflections on future work on gender and climate change
16:05 – 16:35 Reflection on the linkages and complementarities identified in 

the submissions
16:45 – 17:55 Reflection on the role of different stakeholders mentioned in 

the GAP, brainstorming and sharing ideas
DAY 3

10:00 – 11:30

Introduction to the Theory of Change

11:30 – 13:00 Looking back to chart a way forward. Informed by past days,

work and discussions, reflect on the work programme
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Bit.ly/SB60workshop

Looking back

Workshop website:



The work programme 
on gender and 
climate change
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Preambular text

Para 1-3 references to reports considered at that session

Para 4 encouraging Parties to enhance implementation efforts

Para 5&10 5-year work programme and gender action plan with an interim

review of the GAP at the mid-way point of the work programme

Paras 6-9 text that mirrors objectives,focus of priority areas of the annexed

GAP

Para 11 NGCCFP appointment and support

Para 12 constituted bodies reporting on gender integration

Para 13 Parties include information on gender in reporting under UNFCCC

Para 14 inviting entities to increase gender-responsiveness of climate

finance

Para 15 requests to the secretariat

Para 16 Parties to support gender-related action

Para 17 encouragement to Parties and relevant organizations to implement

the GAP



Reflections on future work on gender and climate change –
Looking back to chart a way forward
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• In terms of the work programme, what, if anything, should be 
changed to ensure it is conducive to effective implementation? 

• Is there anything in terms of the work programme structure or 
its elements that is missing? 

bit.ly/templateday3

Temple Day 3: Future work on gender and climate change –
looking back to chart a way forward

https://bit.ly/templateday3


Reflections on future work on gender and climate change –
Looking back to chart a way forward
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Please access: menti.com
Code: 38504649
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Amb. Nabeel Munir
Chair of the SBI

Closing Remarks


